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CHAPTER IV 

CLOSURE 

 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the result of the analysis before, the researcher pointed out 

this study to the following conclusions. The figurative language from some 

of poems is important to us know because figurative language is not to make 

poetry confusing, but to make it clear. 

1. The figurative language and meaning are that in the selected poems. 

 Kind of figurative language which are found of every poem as the  :  

(1) Solitude : Personification, Methapor (2) I Love You : Personification 

(3) As Yo Go Through Life : Symbole (4) Life’s Scars : Irony (5) The 

Fish : Simile Methapor (6) Ah, Are You Digging On My Grave : Irony, 

Synecdoche, Hyperbole, Personification, Methonymy (7) The Man He 

Killed : Methapor, Simile, Irony, Hyperbole, Synecdoche (8) I Look Into 

My Glass : Methapor  (9) The Workbox : Irony   (10) The Voice : 

Methapor (11) The Sun Rising : Personification Hyperbole (12) The Flea 

: Methapor  (13) Death, be not proud : Personification, Methapor, 

Synecdoche (14) The Canonization : Methonymy (15) The Bait :  

Methapor. 
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In some of poems the dominant meaning of figurative language used 

in 15 poems are about death and sadness.  

2. The theme carried by bthe poems of Wheleer Wilcox, Thomas Hardy and 

John Donne’s selected poem. 

The theme of every poem is found at the poems, those are : (1) 

Solitude is Creulty of humanity (2) I Love You is Love, Happiness (3) As 

You Go Through Lif is Don’t look for the flaws as you go through life 

 (4) Life Scars is Pain of Love  (5) The Fish is Valuable things can be 

found in unexpected places   (6) Ah, Are You Digging On My Grave is 

Death (7) The Man He Killed is War (8) I Look Into The Glass is 

Growing aware of Age (9) The Drummer Hodge is Saddened (10) The 

Voice is Saddened (11) The Sun Raising is Love (Romantic) (12) The 

Flea Is Marriage (13) Death, be not proud is Death is not the mighty and 

dreadful  (14) The Canonization is Crossed Love (15) The Bait is Mystery 

of Love. 

And the dominat theme in all poems the writer analysis  about Love. 

3. The messages are found in the poems throught understanding figurative 

language used in the selected poems by Wheleer Wilcox, Thomas Hardy 

and John Donne 

Message is stated as conveyed in speech or writing from one person to 

one or more other people, the message may not always be stated in verbal 

from but can be conveyed by other means, e.g. wink, and gestures.  
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Message or purpose is the thing that encourages poets to create poetry.  

The mesaage of every poem is found out such  dominant are (1) Sadness 

(2) Joy. 

 

B. Suggestion 

On the basis of the findings of the study, the researcher wants to give  

some suggestions in order to make better improvement in analyzing the kinds 

of figurative language  

1. English teacher, can indirectly improve the ability of student in 

English skill such as vocabulary, grammar, reading, and writing skill. 

Therefore, the teacher can be used the literature especially poetry as 

references in teaching and learning English. 

2. English learners, to read and expand the knowledge of the literature 

especially on figurative language , because generally it looks easy to 

learn but with a little knowledge about it, it will be hard to understand. 

3. Future researchers, can continue to get other topics of poems which 

has not  been discussed yet. 

 


